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Abstract
From the eld strengths dened in noncommutative geometry, we con-
struct a bosonic lagrangian of the standard model by using a natural way.
It is shown that constraints among coupling constants of our model can
be renormalization group invariant (RGI). We also consider the relation
between the condition that a constraint among coupling constants of a
model become RGI and a condition that the model become multiplicative
renormalizable by using a simple example.
1 Introduction
The noncommutative geometry (NCG) method proposed by Connes and Lott
gives a clear geometric signicance of the Higgs sector of the standard model.[1,
2, 3, 4, 5] It is point out that this method gives certain constraints among
coupling constants of the standard model, which imply some physical predic-
tions such as mass relations among the Higgs boson, the top quark and the
W boson.[5, 6, 7] However, the multiplicative renormalizability of the model
coming from the NCG method is the question because the constraints seem not
to be consequences of any symmetry as far as we know up to now.
As a way of imposing constraints among coupling constants of a given model
in quantum eld theory, the renormalization group invariant (RGI) way is
known.[8, 9] E. Alvarez, et al. showed that NCG constraints of the stan-
dard model given in Ref. [6] are not invariant under the renormalization group
evolution.[10, 11] They adopted the point of view that the constraints hold only
at a given energy scale, and then analyzed the running of the Higgs and the top
mass by using the constrains as initial conditions to solve the RG equations.[11]
Subsequently, several author performed renormalization group analyses of the
Higgs boson mass [12, 13] by using constraints coming from their own methods
that has close relation to the Connes-Lott method.[14]
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In this paper, we propose a natural way of constructing the bosonic la-
grangian of the standard model from the eld strengths dened in NCG, and
consider whether the constraints among coupling constants coming from this
way can be RGI. We rst generalize the usual way of making a gauge and
Lorentz invariant from the eld strengths. We decompose the eld strengths
into three components that does not mix with each other under the gauge and
the Lorentz transformations. We make invariants by taking the trace of a prod-
uct of the square of each component by a matrix i that commute with all
elements of the gauge group. Our bosonic lagrangian of the standard model are
made of the invariants. Next we propose a natural restriction on the form of i.
This restriction have relation to the denition of the unimodularity condition
that is required to reduce the gauge group from U(1)U(1)SU(2)U(3) to
U(1)Y  SU(2)L  SU(3)!c.
Even if we obtain a model whose coupling constants satisfy RGI constraints,
the multiplicative renormalizability of the model is still the question. We also
consider the relation between the condition that a constraint among coupling
constants of a model become RGI and a condition to ensure the the multi-
plicative renormalizability of the model whose bare coupling constants are con-
strained by the same constraint in a simple example.
In the next section, we review the standard model given by Connes and
Lott. In x3, by using a new way, we construct a bosonic lagrangian of the
model from the eld strengths dened in NCG. It turn out that constraints
among coupling constants of our model can be RGI for a certain generation
number of fermions. In x4, we consider the relation between the condition of a
RGI constraint among coupling constants of a model and a condition of that the
model become multiplicative renormalizable by using a simple example. Section
5 is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
2 The standard model from NCG method
In the NCG method, the action of the standard model is constructed as a Yang-
Mills action on a product space of the usual 4-dimensional continuum M by a
nite space F . The geometry of the M  F is dened by Connes’s NCG. The
basic date of NCG is a triplet (A;H; D).
First, A is an involutive algebra. For the ordinary manifold M , this is an
algebra of smooth functions on M . The exterior dierential d on a element of
A is dened as a operation satisfying
d(a1a2) = da1  a2 + a1da2; a1;2 2 A: (2.1)
A element of the space of all dierential k-forms Ω(k)(A) (k = 0; 1;   ) have the
form
a1da2    dak; (2.2)
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and the operation d on it is dened by
d(a1da2   dak) = da1da2   dak: (2.3)
Second, H is a Hilbert space. Elements of Ω(k)(A) are represented as oper-
ators on H. We write a representation of (k) 2 Ω(k)(A) as ((k)).
Third, D is a self-adjoint operator on H that is used to represent the dier-
ential form on H:
(da) = [D;(a)]; a 2 A: (2.4)
For M  F , the triplet is dened as follows.
 A : Two algebras
A = C1(M)⊗ (CH); (2.5)
B = C1(M)⊗ (CM3(C)) (2.6)
are introduced, where C1(M) is the algebra of smooth functions on M ,2
C is the space of all complex numbers, H is the quaternion algebra and
M3(C) is the algebra of 3 3 matrices.
 H : Both A and B are represented on the same space H. This space is a
direct sum of the leptonic and the quark part: H = Hl  Hq, where Hl
is the space of 4-spinor-valued 3N 1 vectors and Hq is space of 4-spinor-
valued 4  3N  1 vectors. Here, N corresponds to the generation number
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2M is a 4-dimensional Euclidean space, so we use the metric g = − (;  = 1  4)
and gamma matrices satisfying fγ; γg = −2 and γy = −γ. We will obtain a Euclidean




l(b) = g1l ⊗ 1N ⊗ 1C ; (2.11)







2H; g 2 C and g 2M3(C); (2.13)
and 1N , 1C and 13 are the units of N N matrices, the Cliord algebra
of the gamma matrices and M3(C), respectively, and
1l =
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1A ; 1q =
0B@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CA : (2.14)
All elements of (a) and (b) are also functions on M .
 D :
D = DM +DF ; (2.15)
DM = @

1l ⊗ 1N 0
0 1q ⊗ 13 ⊗ 1N










0@ 0 M ye 0Me 0 0
0 0 0
1A ; DFq =
0BB@
0 0 M yd 0
0 0 0 M yu
Md 0 0 0
0 Mu 0 0
1CCA : (2.18)
Here, Me;u;d and 0 contained in D
F
l;q are N N matrices.
For the later purpose, we dene the following decomposition of derivative d:






Ba2    d
Can) = d
Aa1d
Ba2    d
Can (a1n 2 A or B); (2.21)
where A;B;C = M or F . Representations of dMa and dFa for a 2 A or B are
dened by
(dMa) = [DM ; (a)]; (dF a) = [DF ; (a)]; (2.22)
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respectively. We note (da) = (dMa) + (dF a). This decomposition of the
derivative is not only convenient to the practical calculation but important to
consider the generalization of constructing gauge and Lorentz invariants in this
method.
We consider a gauge theory on M  F as follows. The space of all sections
of vector bundles EA on A and EB on B are dened as
EA = A; EB = B: (2.23)
We dene that the action ofA;B on EA;B are the left actions, for the convenience.
Fermion eld belong to a quotient set of (EA)⊗ (EB)⊗H by the equivalence
relation
(aA)⊗ (bB)⊗   (A)⊗ (B)⊗ (a)(b); (2.24)
for all a 2 A; b 2 B; A 2 EA; B 2 EB and  2 H. The elds are expressed as
Ψ = (eR; eL; L; dR; uR; dL; uL)
T ; (2.25)
where components of Ψ are N  1 vectors of the generation, and uR;L; dR;L are
SU(3)c triplets.
The gauge groups UA and UB are generated by the subalgebras of A and B,
respectively, that are dened by





for all u 2H; (2.26)
gyg = ggy = 13 for all g 2M3(C): (2.27)
(See Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6).) Because this condition means iu 2 su(2) and g 2
u(3), the gauge group represented on fermion elds is U(1)U(1)SU(2)U(3).
This is reduced to U(1)Y  SU(2)L  SU(3)c by imposing a condition later.
Connections (or covariant derivatives) rA on EA and rB on EB are dened
by
rAA = dA + AA; A 2 EA; (2.28)
rBB = dB + BB; B 2 EB; (2.29)













s; bs 2 B: (2.31)
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s = 1B (2.32)
are required, where 1A;B are the units of A;B, respectively. The gauge trans-
formation of as and bs are dened by
as ! uAas; uA 2 UA; (2.33)
bs ! uBbs; uB 2 UB: (2.34)






























Representations of A;B are
l(
M
A ) = −iWAl ⊗ γ
; WAl =
0@ A 0 00
0
W


























0@ 0 00 0 M yd’yM yu ~’y
Md’ Mu ~’ 0 0
1A⊗ 13 ⊗ γ5; (2.42)
l(
M
B ) = −iWBl ⊗ γ
; WBl = B1l ⊗ 1N ; (2.43)
q(
M
B ) = −WBq ⊗ γ
; WBq = 1q ⊗G
0
 ⊗ 1N ; (2.44)
l(
F
B ) = q(
F
B ) = 0; (2.45)
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respectively, where A; W, ’ = (’1; ’2)
T , ~’ = −i2’, B and G0 are






































where Eq. (2.32) is used. We have dened components of (as) and (bs) by










To reduce the gauge group from U(1)  U(1)  SU(2)  U(3) to U(1)Y 
SU(2)L  SU(3)c, the unimodularity condition
tr[Ef(A) + (B)g] = 0 (2.53)
is required, where tr is ordinary trace and
E =
0BBBBBBB@





ER 0 0 0
0 ER 0 0
0 0 EL 0
0 0 0 EL




Here, arbitrary constants ER;L are independent of each other. This requires

















 + G: (2.56)
Because of this equation, a independent U(1) gauge eld is only one. We choose
B as the eld from now.
The curvature 2-forms are dened by
A = dA + 
2
A; (2.57)
B = dB + 
2
B: (2.58)


























F FA;B + 
F2
A;B: (2.62)
Representations of A;B are
l;q(
MM







A;Bl;q])⊗ 1N ⊗  (2.63)


































1CCA⊗ 13 ⊗ γγ5; (2.66)
l;q(
MF
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; (2.75)



















The lagrangian density of fermion eld is dened by
Lf = ΨfD + (A) + (B)gΨ; (2.79)

























; (~ = −i2










we obtain the fermionic lagrangian density of the standard model. Here, gi (i =
1; 2; 3) are gauge coupling constants, B; W =
P
a=13(
a=2)Wa and G =P
a=18(
a=2)Ga










SU(3)c, respectively, and  is the Higgs doublet. The matrices of Yukawa






where v is a arbitrary parameter we can introduce. We will see later that v
corresponds to the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs eld.







where A;B are any matrices that commute with all elements of gauge group.
This lagrangian density contains extra elds XA;Bl;q and Z that have no kinetic
terms. After elimination of the elds by using their equations of motion, and the
redenitions of Eqs.(2.80)  (2.83), we obtain the bosonic lagrangian density of
the standard model. Then we also need to normalize the kinetic terms of the
gauge and the Higgs elds by using A;B. Constraints among coupling constants
of the model are derived from a specic choice of the forms of A;B.





where  is a matrix that commutes with all elements of gauge group, and
A+B = A + B; (2.88)
which is regarded as the curvature of the biconnection dened by[5]
A+B = A + B: (2.89)
Because of A 2 Ω(2)(A) and B 2 Ω(2)(B), the sum of A and B in Eq. (2.88)
is not dened before we take the representation . So we should consider
(2A+B) = f(A) + (B)g
2 (2.90)






(1 + x)1l ⊗ 1N 0
0 (1− x)1q ⊗ 1N ⊗ 13

; (2.91)
where −1  x  1 is a parameter. This restriction derive the constraints among
the coupling constants whose renormalization group evolution is discussed by
E. Alvarez, et al. in Ref. [11].
The U(1) gauge eld of the standard model is obtained as the u(1) com-
ponent of (A) + (B) under the unimodularity condition (2.53). (See the
fermionic lagrangian density dened by Eq.(2.79).) So we consider that it is
natural to construct the bosonic lagrangian density from the curvature A+B of
the biconnection A+B. In this paper, we use the form of Eq. (2.87) to consider
the generalization of the way of constructing the bosonic lagrangian.
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3 RGI constraints from NCG method
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as Eq. (2.90).5 Note that the Lorentz transformation does not mix (MMA;B ); (
MF
A )
and (FFA ) with each other.
Next we give restrictions on i (i = 1  3). We consider that i should
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0 0 iL 0
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In this case, after elimination of the extra elds X and Z from L0b, and the
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Here, FB , F
W
a and Ga are the usual eld strengths of B, Wa and Ga,
respectively. The lagrangian density of fermion elds is same as Eq. (2.79). By
requiring









where  is the quartic self-coupling constant of the Higgs eld, we have relations
among coupling constants
1 = F12; (3.16)
3 = F32; (3.17)
h = Fh2; (3.18)




























Here, hT is the Yukawa coupling constant corresponding to N -th generation
fermion. To obtain these relation, we have also used Eq. (2.85) and assumed
that other Yukawa coupling constant than hT are negligible. Because 2L;R and
3L;R are independent of each other, we can give any values for 2, h and
 under Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19). On the other hand, F1 and F3 both contain
the common parameter 1R. This mean that 1; 2 and 3 are constrained by
Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17).
Now, let us consider whether Eqs. (3.16)  (3.19) can be RGI constraints.








where gin are expansion coecients. Then all coupling constants are functions






(i = 1; 3; h; ); (3.26)





are  functions corresponding to i. Because we can give any function forms
for Fh and F, it is obvious that we can make hold Eq. (3.26) for i = h; .
Interesting cases are i = 1; 3.
First, we leave Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) out of consideration, and determine
F1 and F3 such that Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) become RGI constraints. From





















































where g30 and g10 are of Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34). Equations (3.35) and (3.36)
mean that g11 and g33 are arbitrary, and g1n and g3n (n  2) are determined
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by the values of g11, g33 and N . The forms of Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) are valid
for the all n.
Next we take Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) into account. In our NCG model, F1
and F3 is expressed in term of the common parameter 1R. By eliminating this
parameter, we obtain
3F3 − 8F1 + 3F1F3 = 0; (3.37)
which can be used as the condition that F1 and F3 are expressed as Eqs. (3.20)
and (3.21), respectively. We can reduce this condition to the conditions for g1n
and g3n,
3g3n − 8g1n + 3
X
l+m=n
g1lg3m = 0: (3.38)

















31 = 0: (3.39)










We can also show that in the case of n  2, Eq. (3.39) become the identity
under Eq. (3.41). (See Appendix A.) Therefore, the new constrains required by
Eq. (3.37) are only Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41). Because g11 and g33 are arbitrary,
we can make hold Eq. (3.41). Thus NCG constrains (3.16) and (3.17) can be
the RGI constraints under the condition (3.40).
4 RGI constrains and multiplicative renormal-
izability
In this section, we consider the relation between the condition that a constraint
among coupling constant of a model become RGI and a condition that the model
become multiplicative renormalizable. We restrict our consideration within a
Yukawa +4 model.






A ) + 2(
MF2
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First, we consider the condition of a RGI constraint. We denote the cou-
pling constants of the 4 and the Yukawa interactions as  and h, respectively.
Suppose that there is a constraint

























Next, we consider the condition to ensure the multiplicative renormalizability
of the model whose bare coupling constant are constrained by
0 = F (h0)h0 : (4.5)
Here, 0 and h0 are expressed in term of the bare coupling constants 0 and
h0 of the 
4 and the Yukawa interactions as Eq. (4.2), respectively. We use
the minimal subtraction scheme with the dimensional regularization.[17, 18, 16]
Then we have
0 = 
2Z; h0 = 
Zhh; (4.6)








where gn are expansion coecients. Then by substituting 0 and h0 of Eq. (4.6)










Because Z and Zh are determinate functions of  and h, this is the condition
for gn, namely, the condition for the function form of F (h). We study the
relation between this condition and the RGI condition (4.3). Substituting the
h expansion





;h +    (4.9)
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into Eq. (4.8), and collecting coecients in front of h0 and h1, we obtain











respectively. These are necessary conditions for Eq. (4.8). We note that Eq. (4.10)
is same as Eq. (4.1). On the other hand, Eq. (4.11) can be reduced as follows:
We can write






where a;hi are certain functions of  and h. The function forms are determined
such that the respective counterterms made from Z;h cancel all innities of the
model. We consider the h expansion of a;hi


























































from 1-loop calculations. Here a
(1)
;h1(l;m) are certain constants. By substi-
tuting a
(1)
;h1 of Eq. (4.17) into Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), we obtain the following































This is the same as the RGI condition (4.3) under the 1-loop approximation.
Thus we can conclude that under the 1-loop approximation, the condition of
that the constraint (4.1) become RGI is a necessary condition to ensure the mul-
tiplicative renormalizability of the model whose bare constants are constrained
by Eq. (4.5).
5 Conclusion and discussion
We gave a natural way of constructing the bosonic lagrangian of the standard
model from the eld strengths dened in NCG. We rst decomposed the eld
strengths into three components and made gauge and Lorentz invariants by
taking the trace of a product of the square of each component by the matrix i.
Our bosonic lagrangian was made of the invariants. Next we proposed certain
restrictions on the forms of i. We consider that i should have the same forms
of E that was used to dene the unimodularity condition. We could obtain
renormalization group invariant constraints under the 1-loop approximation in
the case of the generation number N = 25:05. However, this number is too large.
Our model will not be asymptotically free. This problem should be consider with
the search for other reasonable way of constructing the lagrangian from the eld
strengths.
We also considered the relation between the condition that a constraint
among coupling constants of a model become RGI and a condition that the
model become multiplicative renormalizable by using the 4+ Yukawa model.
We showed that under the 1-loop approximation, the condition of the RGI
constraint is a necessary condition to ensure the multiplicative renormalizability
of the model whose bare constants are constrained by the same constraint.
This result implies that our NCG model is not still satisfactory as regards the
multiplicative renormalizability.
The constraints among coupling constants coming from the NCG method are
derived from some articial restrictions on the way of constructing the bosonic
lagrangian from the eld strengths dened in NCG, even if the restrictions have
some naturalness. We can give even the most general form for the lagrangian
of the standard model by a suitable choice of the matrices i. To obtain some
constraints among coupling constants with ensuring the multiplicative renor-
malizability of the model, we should seek some symmetry that restrict the way
of making the lagrangian from the eld strengths dened in NCG.
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A Equation (339) in the case of n  2
We use Eq. (3.41) to eliminate g31 from Eq. (3.39). Then, for n  2, Eq. (3.39)










On the other hand, we have
8g−130 − 3 = 3g
−1
10 ; (A.2)
which can be obtain from Eq. (3.39) by taking n = 0. Thus Eq. (A.1) become
fxn−1 − (x+ 3)n−1 + 3
X
l+m=n;l6=n;m6=n
xm−1(x+ 3)l−1ggn11 = 0; (A.3)
where x = 3g−110 . Because of
(x + 3)n−1 = 3(x+ 3)n−2 + x(x + 3)n−2
= 3(x+ 3)n−2 + 3x(x + 3)n−3 + x2(x+ 3)n−3




xm−1(x+ 3)l−1 + xn−1; (A.4)
Eq. (A.1), namely, Eq. (3.39) hold for any values of gn11.
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